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Now that we have determined the manufacturer-determined serial number for a device, the next step is to determine the manufacturer-determined serial number for that device. In the case of the mobile device above, I will be collecting the serial number of the mobile device first. Once the device has been purchased, run the Flash Disk
Toolkit (FDK). This will prompt a window to open, labeled Select Internal Memory. Choose the flash disk, click ok, and then press return, to load the flash disk to the toolkit. When the flash disk is loaded, a toolkit menu will appear. As you can see, the manufacturer-determined serial number has been added to the serial section. As stated

before, I have used this to identify common devices, even though I am unsure of how the serial numbers are assigned. Of course, I will use this to solve, or at least try to solve common data that many of us get asked to identify. The process to extract the serial number (assuming it can be obtained) is simple. Simply exit the FDK and close
all the program windows. Windows will prompt you to exit. Quit the application and close the application. The next step is to perform in-depth analysis on the memory contents of the device. You will not be able to use the basic FDK to extract the data, as it can only handle 1024 bytes at a time. If the device is a USB flash drive, you will

need to use the Memory Forensic Toolkit (MFTK). To do this, load the disk onto a computer and double click on the disk. In the case of this device, the MFTK will ask if you want to open the device. Click "open" and then enter whatever password was assigned to the device. When the MFTK asks you if you want to extract the serial number,
click "yes". The MFTK can extract various types of data from the storage area of a Flash disk. This memory device has a partition called flash drive memory. There will be multiple sections, including flash drive memory (1 to 2k), system memory (16k to 128k), quick system memory (64k to 64k) and cache memory (32k to 32k).
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Windows doesn't give you details on how it determines serial numbers. How it determines serial numbers can depend on many factors. Some of the more typical sources for determining serial numbers are; Device Manager, INF files, Device Ids from the System Registry, and Registry based identifiers. The toolkit allows you to get the serial
number and also to enter the hard drive model and version, in order for you to check if a match is possible. Serial numbers from devices shipped with Windows might vary depending on the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer). However, the serial numbers posted in many places on these machines are unlikely to change. Serial

numbers can also be obtained from the back of these devices if there is an application sticker on the case. Flash Memory Toolkit Software is a comprehensive and easy-to-use solution for finding, isolating, and recovering lost or damaged digital content from SD cards, CompactFlash cards, memory sticks, removable hard drives, etc. Tools
such as Scanners, undelete tools, file recovery, and file browser are included to help you find and recover your data. In addition, a convenient and easy-to-use Software Converter helps you extract compressed or encrypted data from most popular and most used formats. It almost appears as if the Administration Tool was not reporting the
serial number of the drive. Its possible this could be corrected in a future update, or may be a limitation of the tool. It should be noted that I have seen other reports of strange behavior in using the Administration Tool. Below are screen shots showing the Administration Tool reporting incorrect information of the hard drive, which was not

present in the previous screen shots. 5ec8ef588b
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